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ST 22
MiP ROBOT
Grades 3-8

Pi-Top
The First DIY Laptop

Grades 3-8

ST 26

Modular Design
Pi-Top is the first DIY laptop on the market. Building the laptop will
teach you the basic architecture of the computer. It’s fitted with the
Modular Rail which you can plug in Pi-Top Add Ons to make it truly
unique. You can even replace its micro processor when a new one
comes out

INVENTORY
SCREEN
BASE TOP

Integrated Lesson Plans

CHASSIS

Every Pi-Top has access to our cloud based worksheet repository created by educators from all over the world. These worksheets act as
step by step guide that take leaners from novices all the way to making complex programs and hardware.

HUB
RASPBERRY PI 3
MICRO COMPUTER
(6) CABLES

What does Pi-Top teach?
All Pi-Tops come with CEEDuniverse preloaded, an interactive game
that teaches you how to code, build circuits, and make hardware that
interacts with the game in real time.

FINCH ROBOT
ST 24

GRADES PK-3

Finch is a small robot designed to inspire students as they learn computer science by
providing them a tangible and physical representation of their code. The robot supports
over a dozen programming languages, including environments appropriate for students as
young as five years old. It’s the perfect tool to catalyze a wide range of computer science
learning experiences, from an entry into the basics of computational thinking all the way
to writing richly interactive programs.

ST 2 CUBELETS (12)

ST 3 CUBELETS SET OF (20)

GRADES PK-K

ST 25

CUBELETS CONSTRUCTOR SET
Grades K-5
The Creative Constructors Pack facilitates easy adoption and high-ceiling academic activities
with enough Cubelets to support 4 working groups. Programming challenges and remote control races are a snap because each group can utilize their own Bluetooth Cubelet.
Includes (56) Sense, Think and Act Cubelets:
Sense Cubes: (6) Battery, (4) Brightness, (8) Distance, (2) Knob
Think Cubes: (4) Passive, (4) Inverse, (4) Blocker, (2) Threshold
Action Cubes: 980 Drives, (4) Flashlight, (4) Rotate, (2)Bar Graph
Accessories: (8) Brick Adapters (2 sets of 4), (4) Bluetooth Cubes, (1) 5-Port Charger,
(5) Charging Cables and (2) Storage Totes.

Grades PK-K

SNAP CIRCUITS BEGINNER SET ST 5
This kit includes 14 parts and you can build more than 20 projects, learning the basics of how switches and circuits
work. Plus the skills needed to complete, troubleshoot and solve problems and enjoy the satisfaction of a job well
done. The included color manual was created just for younger "engineers" with very few words and lots of step-bystep diagrams. Parts have extra safety features integrated for safety.

We also have the following:
Elenco Electronics Snap Circuits Snaptricity SK 557
Elenco Electronics Snap Circuits Sound SK 584

Elenco Electronic Snap Circuits SK 574

Grades 2 and up

SNAP CIRCUITS PRO
ST 18

GRADES 3-6

Snap Circuits Pro’s components provide students ages *+ with hands-on experience designing and building
models of working electrical circuits. You can build over 500 experiments by following the (3) illustrated manuals that are included and available online. Make projects such as AM and FM radio, record your own voice,
relay buzzers, music meters, motor sound recordings and many more. Contains over 75 snap-together parts.
Awards: The National Parenting Center of Approval, Dr. Toy 100 Best Children’s Products. Warning! Choking
hazard for children under 3 years old.

SNAP CIRCUITS EXTREME
ST 19
Extreme Version - Contains over 80 parts to
build over 750 projects. Includes everything
from SC-500 plus projects in solar; electromagnetism; vibration switches; and 70 computer interfaced projects. Includes Projects

Grades 2-Adult

GRADES PK-4

ROOMINATE COZY CORNER CAFÉ WITH RPOWER
ST 16

Roominate is an award-winning and customizable line of wired building systems that inspire open-ended, hands
-on play. Using circuits, modular building pieces, girls can build and create their own unique and original structures that can be joined together or taken apart and re-made into something new. The wired Cozy Corner Café
set allows children to build their café however they want. Use the motor to make a working, spinning ceiling
fan, or design something else. Warning: Choking Hazard for children under 3 years old.

Contents: Bag #1

Contents: Bag #2

Contents: Bag #4

(2) Lime Green Panels (30)Building Pieces

(1) Axle

(4) Pink Columns

(2)

(1) Orange Umbrella

Contents Bag #3

Additional Contents

(1) Blue Disc

(40) Accessories

(2) Dolls

(1) Yellow Canopy

(1) rPower Hub and (2) cables

(2) AAA Batteries/ Battery Holder
(1) Motor
(2) Instruction pages

GRADES PK-8

MAKEY MAKEY ST 1

MaKey MaKey is an invention kit that encourages students to find creative ways to interact with their computers, by using everyday objects as a replacement for a computer's keyboard and mouse. Expand students'
imaginations and creativity as they test for natural conductivity by connecting objects to the touchpad with
the alligator clips. MaKey MaKey illustrates core concepts of electricity and conductivity while stimulating
creative solutions. Optional equipment needed: a laptop to interact with Makey Makey
The kit will include everything you see above: Makey Makey, Alligator Clips, USB Cable.

How Does it Work?
Alligator Clip two objects to the Makey Makey board. For example, you and a banana.
When you touch the banana, you make a connection, and Makey Makey sends the computer a keyboard message. The computer just
thinks Makey Makey is a regular keyboard (or mouse). Therefore it works with all programs and webpages, because all programs and
webpages take keyboard and mouse input.
Make + Key = Makey Makey!

What materials work with Makey Makey?
Any material that can conduct at least a tiny bit of electricity will work. Here are some materials people have used in our workshops including Ketchup, Pencil Graphite, Finger Paint, Lemons, Plants, Coins, Your Grandma, Silverware, Anything that is Wet,
Most Foods, Cats and Dogs, Aluminum Foil, and Rain.

GRADES PK-K

GIZMOS AND
GADGETS KIT
ST 9

GRADES 3-6

Expert inventors and novice designers will find the inspiration used to solve STEM-heavy challenges in the real
world. The ultimate learning toolbox helps teachers spark unmatched levels of creativity in inquisitive students
with the potential to hand build tools that drive, slide, buzz and blink. With the snap of a circuit, kids can enter an
era designed to spark meaningful, beneficial and future-facing fun! By tapping their creativity and building on
previously developed skills, the Gizmos & Gadgets Kit helps ensure children build the invention skills necessary to
thrive in the real world. Sent with 2- 9 volt batteries in the original Gizmos & Gadgets box with cut-outs for bits.
Note2- 9 volt batteries

LITTLEBITS CLOUDBIT STARTER KIT
ST 10
Get an intro into creating your own smart devices without programming, soldering, or wiring. Create a doorbell that texts you when
someone’s buzzing, or an umbrella-reminder
that’s synced with the weather!

GRADES 5 and 6

LITTLEBITS KORG SYNTH KIT
ST 6

Grades 3-8

CREATE

YOUR OWN INSTRUMENTS AND ELECTRONIC MUSIC.
Both kids and professional musicians can explore the science of sound, make sweet beats
and create instruments with this award-winning modular synthesizer. Co-designed with
world-renowned electronic music maker KORG.
MAKE SOMETHING THAT TEACHES SOMETHING
littleBits brings you powerful ways to explore Earth and
Space science in the classroom. Designed in collaboration
with NASA Scientists and Engineers, ;the kit has (12) modules, (5) NASA lesson plans and (10) S.T.E.A.M. activities.
Learn scientific principles like Electromagnetic, Kinetic, and
Potential Energy. Make a Mars Rover or an ISS; transmit
music wirelessly and more. Connect with the littleBits
library to expand your discoveries.

GRADES 2-6

LITTLEBITS SPACE KIT
ST 7

LITTLEBITS ARDUINO CODING KIT

ST 8
Grades 5-6

LITTLEBITS DELUXE SET
ST 11
Creating the next generation of problem-solvers,

Empowering everyone to be an inventor.

Contains:


18 Powerful Modules



Over 1 million circuit combinations
possible.



Includes booklet of 15 projects and with hundreds more projects
online.



Create popular projects like a GoPro Revolver, Light-U Shoes,
Voice Activated Lego car, drink stirrers, art robots and more.



No soldering, wiring, or programming required.

Grades 3-6
SPHERO SPRK+ ROBOT
ST 13

What’s In The Box:


Sphero SPRK+



Inductive Charging Base with USB Charging Cable/USB Power Adapter



Maze tape



360 degree protractor and sticker sheet



Quick Start Guide

Tech Specs:
Super durable UV coated polycarbonate shell
Blue tooth ( 100 ft range)
Goes over 4.5 miles per hour
Built-in LED Glow
Inductive charging with over 1 hour of play on a full charge
App and firmware updates that introduce new features

SPRK+ POWER PACK ST 28

The SPRK+ Power Pack is a kit for educators to use in a classroom, robotics club, or in any maker environment. Built with an integrated cooling system, your robots can charge all from one place. Learn coding
through play with the Sphero SPRK+ robot kit. SPRK+ and the Lightning Lab app work together to introduce programming, robotics and other STEM principles. Teach the robot to navigate a maze, swim or
paint, and collaborate with others around the world to share knowledge. Comes with (12) robots, charging case and power adapter, maze tape and protractors, classroom posters, clear turbo covers and quick
start guide. To setup, download the app and create an account. Lightning Lab is available for IOS, Android and Kindle.

SPRK Lightning Lab Lessons, here: https://sprk.sphero.com/cwists/category

HUMMINGBIRD DUO BASE KIT
ST 14

Grades 3-6

The Hummingbird Duo Base kit has everything you
need to build a robot, just add craft materials!
Hummingbird is a uniquely engaging robot that stimulates student excitement
with programmable bots they can construct themselves. Designed to enhance
engineering and robotics know how, the hummingbird helps guide students on a
journey of meaningful making that includes robots, kinetic sculptures, and animatronics. Aside from the motor and digital components, much of the Hummingbird is composed of student-built materials, like cardboard, paint, and glue,
giving students a unique opportunity to combine S.T.E.M. and S.T.E.A.M. Built for
collaboration in classrooms that enjoy group work.

The Hummingbird Duo Base kit has everything you need to build a robot, just add
craft materials!








One Hummingbird Duo controller
Power supply, USB cable, terminal tool, snap-in stand-offs
Red, orange, yellow, and green single-color LEDs
Two tri-color LEDs
Two hobby servos and one servo extension cable
One light sensor, and one temperature sensor

Program in everything from Scratch to Java!
Once you have a kit, check out our free software, tutorials, and recipes.

GRADES 1-3

LightUp Tesla Kit
ST 17
LightUp teaches student how to explore their world with electronics and code. Build exciting projects by
snapping together magnetic circuit bocks, and then use the LightUp Learning app (for iPad) to interactively learn important S.T.E.M. concepts about circuits, programming, and engineering. . The app includes introductory projects to get started, with new project ideas added every week. LightUp Lens, the
in-app augmented reality feature, helps students out when things don’t work, and even gives them X-ray
vision by letting them see electricity flow. The LightUp Tesla Kit empowers students to build the projects
only they can dream up. Equipment Needed: 1 iPad (for reference)
LightUp blocks included: Rechargeable Battery, Bluetooth Microcontroller, Speaker, Light Sensor, Momentary
Switch, 5k Resistor, Wire blocks (7), Micro USB Cable.

LITTLEBITS STEAM STUDENT SET ST 12
GRADES 1-6

This litteBits education kit is the easiest way to integrate powerful STEM/STEAM learning into your
classroom. I t includes everything you need to engage up to (4) students and develop their 21st century
skills. Including 16+ hours of lessons.
8 FUN CHALLENGES (more challenges and inventions on the app)
Invent A Self-Driving Vehicle-Inspire student to design an electric car of the future as they experiment with motion and stability.
Invent An Art Machine –Engage students in engineering design as they build their own
Automatic artistic assistant.
Invent A Throwing Arm-Teach forces of motion and simple machines through a fun game of projectile-launching.
Invent A Security Device-Explore environmental sensors with students as they create alarms that safeguard their
stuff.
Hack Your Classroom-Challenge your class to think critically and create electronic solutions to problems they see
in the classroom.
Invent For Good-Inspire students to help others by thinking creatively and creating simple machines to change the
world.
Chain Reaction Contraption-Channel Rube Goldberg as your class creates a cause-and-effect machine using engineering skills and systems thinking.
Hack Your Habits-Develop students’ critical thinking skills as they produce prototypes to make an aspect of life

GRADES PK-K

meeperBot 2.0

meepberBOT is a studded platform that’s powered by two motors and controlled by the meeperBOT Controller App on your smartphone. Because coding is becoming more and more a requisite skill, meeperBOTs were
created. Able to link both physical and digital learning, with meeperBOTS your child can attach LEGO ® bricks to
the base unit, allowing his imagination to design the perfect vehicle.
meeperBOT App
These LEGO®-style vehicles can then be controlled wirelessly using a smartphone app and simple coding. This easy-to-use
platform can allow up to 4 BOTs to be controlled at once. Though the app might feel a bit clunky, its intuitive manual driving
controls and straightforward programming commands make using meeperBOT immediately achievable.
All-Terrain Strength and Surprising Speed
The Bot 2.0 motor chassis has rear wheels with dual 300 RPM motors so meeperBOT can handle all kinds of terrain. You can
create large and small vehicles on the large base full of studs, even hitch a trailer to the back and pull it along. You can also
build on the tubes on the bottom of the meeperBOT because it even runs upside-down. Whichever side is up, the meeperBOT
drives at a surprisingly speedy pace. The highly durable meeperBOT is made of standard ABS plastic and all-metal gear motors, so it is quite strong and impact resistant.

Pair One, Pair Four
The sensor-connected motor easily pairs to the meeperBOTs App on your smartphone, then your child is ready
to control and drive his vehicle, soccer player, critter, or whatever he chooses to create. MeeperBOT turns his
brick creations into movable works of art. Because he can control multiple vehicles at the same time, he can race
himself or even his friends through an obstacle course!
Compatibility and What Else You'll Need to Get Started
The meeperBOTs app is available free for Apple and Android devices on the App Store and Google Play. The
meeperBOTS are compatible with smart devices that support the 4.0 version Bluetooth. Each meeperBot requires a 9V battery (included). LEGO® pieces not included.
How do I Start Using my meeperBOT?
Download the meeperBOTs App in the Apple App Store or Android Google Play.
On your phone or tablet, turn on your Bluetooth.
Launch the meeperBOTs App. It will automatically scan for BOTS.
Install a 9-Volt Battery in your BOT.
Turn on your BOT (switch on the bottom).
Select the BOT to connect to and start playing!
If you have multiple BOTS, after you download the Controller App, select the BOTs to connect to, name them,
pick your icon and switch between them to control them separately or mirror them to control them all at the
same time. or tablet.

mBot

Grades 1-3

ST 21

Introduction
mBot is an easy-to-run robot kit for students to get hands-on experience about graphical programming, electronics,
and robots. Designed for robotics learning and S.T.E.M. education.

DOT & DASH
Teaching Kids To Code
SK 598
Grades PK-5

SK 599
BEE BOTS

GRADES PK-2
Bee Bot is an exciting new robot designed for use by young children. Colorful, easy-to-operate, it’s the perfect tool for teaching sequencing, estimation, and problem-solving. Enter up to 40 commands with directional keys to send the Bee-Bot forward, back, left and right. Press GO to start Bee-Bot on it’s way. Bee-Bot blinks and beeps at the conclusion of each command to allow children to follow the robot through the program they have entered and them confirms its completion with
lights and sounds.
Contains:
(6) Bee Bots

Docking Station for charging Bee Bot Carrying Backpack Power adapter

OZOBOT
CLASSROOM KIT

SK 650
GRADES PK-8

GRADES 2-4

SNAP CIRCUITS
SOUND
SK 584

SNAP CIRCUITS
LIGHT SK 583
GRADES 2-ADULT

BLOXELS SK 662
GRADES K-8

GRADES K-6
KANO COMPUTER KIT
ST 23

IT’S A COMPUTER ANYONE CAN MAKE




A computer anyone can make. With simple steps and a storybook, build your own computer and bring it to life. For ages 6+ (no
technical skills required).
With playful projects and challenges you'll learn to code art, music, apps, games and more.



Trusted by over 700 schools and code clubs. Winners of the Family Choice Award, Webby Award, Red Dot Award, Cannes Gold
Lions and more.



Includes everything you need. Raspberry Pi 3, case, speaker, wireless keyboard, memory, HDMI and power cables, coding challenges, stickers and lots of apps



Connect to any HDMI screen

